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different parties, we have never attempted to control their
liberty of action, which is limited only by our fundamental
precepts. The fascist leaders, I feel sure, realize and
appreciate the loyalty of fascist freemasons.5
Freemasonry had helped in the work of national settle-
ment and recognized the salutary part that fascism had
played in it.
e And when we saw/ continued the letter, c that youth
was turning enthusiastically towards the fascist movement,
we were among the first to notice and point out that this
great political phenomenon must correspond, however
indirectly, to a great national need. We believe it would
be superficial to judge it solely from the theoretical
declarations of its leaders. We must observe its content
and its real meaning. In politics it shows a desire for
violent change. Economically, fascism already controls
several hundred thousand organized workers. Considered
in relation to masonic principles these facts controvert the
fascist theory of opposition to all democratic doctrine.
A large mass of workers, organized for economic conquests,
cannot succeed in disowning liberty, fraternity, equality.
The ordinary idealistic middle bourgeoisie who are the
backbone of the fasti are incapable of wanting to build
up oligarchies and diminish liberty. One may criticize
the parliamentary democracies and worn out parties,
but one cannot deny the reality of the mass movements of
the day nor the fact that they are irresistibly democratic.'
This optimistic analysis, which bears witness to the
deliberate blindness of the Grand Master and his friends,
did not altogether succeed in allaying a certain uneasiness,
which was nevertheless quickly overborne :
e If freedom were suppressed, if essential private
liberties were interfered with, if a dictatorship or an
oligarchy were established, every freemason would know
where his duty lay ; he knows that it would be a sacred
cause for which, as our glorious tradition shows, men
can live and die. But we do not believe these threats. A
new force is entering the life of the nation. Freemasonry

